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Abstract
This paper presents the XISL (XML based scripting of Implicit
Surfaces) package aimed to develop applications based on implicit
surfaces. First, we demonstrate our implicit surface library written
in C++. The system of implicit primitives includes analytic, geometric, convolution and other special implicit objects. The operations comprise unary, binary and their generalization—n-ary operations. Second, we propose an XML based language to script
arbitrary implicit surfaces. The simple API syntax allows developers easily include XISL to their applications. Moreover, the XISL
package contains tools for processing and converting of our XML
implicit surfaces to other formats.
CR Categories:
I.3.4 [COMPUTER GRAPHICS]: Graphics
Utilities—Graphics packages; I.3.6 [COMPUTER GRAPHICS]:
Methodology and Techniques—Languages;
Keywords: implicit surfaces, geometrical modeling, C++ API library, script language
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Introduction

Implicit surfaces (implicits) are useful geometric modeling tools for
image synthesis and computer-aided geometric design. The set of
techniques, known today as implicit modeling, was used for the first
time by Blinn [Blinn 1982]. Currently, there are several types of
implicit modeling systems that are oriented towards specific classes
of objects.
The first class stands for skeletal models. A simplest skeleton
is formed from a set of isolated points. Implicit surfaces built
up from skeletal points are also known as blobs [Blinn 1982],
so f t ob jects [Wyvill et al. 1986] and metaballs [Nishimura et al.
1985]. Techniques presented by point skeletons were later extended
by lines, curves and polygons and generalized to convolution surfaces [Bloomenthal and Shoemake 1991; Bloomenthal and Wyvill
1990].
The second class is represented by implicit surfaces defined by
analytic functions. These include algebraic (e.g. plane, quadrics)
and non-algebraic functions (e.g. superquadrics) [Barr 1981].
Pasko et al. generalized the representation of implicits, by combination of the aforementioned models [Pasko et al. 1995]. The
inequality
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) ≥ 0
(1)
is called a functional representation or F-rep of the geometric object.
To modify a given implicit surface function (implicit function),
one can use basic unary modifiers that include density change, complement and offsetting [Velho et al. 1998; Pasko et al. 1995]. Other
forms of unary operations are affine transformations and deformations (warps, [Wyvill and van Overveld 1997; Bloomenthal et al.
1997]).
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Complex objects can be created via Constructive Solid Geometry
(CSG) operations by Boolean set-theoretic operations. The basic
set-theoretic operations can be defined using the min and max operators. Analytical expressions that approximate these operators were
proposed by Ricci [Ricci 1972]. The other analytical definitions
of the set-theoretic operations are known as R-functions [Shapiro
1991; Pasko et al. 1995].
Implicit surfaces are particularly well suited for construction of
blends. A blend is a surface that forms a smooth transition between
intersecting surfaces. The blends can be divided into global and local. In general, global blends include linear, hyperbolic and superelliptic ones [Velho et al. 1998]. Local blends limit the domain in
which the blending operation is performed by definition of an extra displacement function which is added to the given set-theoretic
operation [Pasko and Savchenko 1994; Dekkers et al. 2004].
Implicit surfaces are suitable for approximation of real world
data. Muraki used the blobby model to fit volumetric data [Muraki 1991]. The reconstruction of surface models using the method
based on thin plate splines [Duchon 1977] and radial basis interpolants [Floater and Iske 1996] from unparallel slices was explored
in several works [Savchenko et al. 1995; Turk and O’Brien 1999;
Carr et al. 2001].
Implicit surfaces offer a free-form modeling methodology, and
thus several modeling environments for implicits have been developed [Witkin and Heckbert 1994]. The general progress of computing power and speed has accelerated existing polygonization algorithms [Lorensen and Cline 1987; Bloomenthal 1988], which now
allow users to model implicit surfaces interactively and see their
results in nearly real-time.
Nevertheless, with all this advancement and progress, implicit
surfaces still have not found widespread use. It is caused by several
reasons. One reason is that it is difficult to create a desired implicit
surface model in an intuitive way. Another reason is lack of efficient
methods for representation of complex implicit objects. The third
reason is an insufficient practical integration of the existing implicit
surface tools to custom applications.

1.1

Problem Statement

The topic of this paper is to specify a way for storing, processing
and design of different kinds of implicit models. The problem can
be stated not only for implicits but can be generalized to any modeling environment. We can say that there are three basic techniques
to create a scene composed of various objects.
First, a GUI modeler can be written. Such a technique allows
users to create models interactively. Nevertheless, in the case of
general implicit surfaces, design of efficient GUI modelers is currently still a challenge.
Second, a full programming language can be used. This provides considerable possibilities especially in the case when the API
library is well written. However, the build cycle (compile, link and
run) using a programming language is not a suitable solution for
efficient development of geometric models. The alternative way is
to use an interpreted programming language. The drawback is that
interpreted programming languages suffer from slow computation.

Third, a declarative text file format can be used to define the
complex models. It is the most common approach. The problem
with this technique is that it is difficult for beginners to learn the
syntax. To make it easier, it is useful to adopt a well-accepted standard when developing the file format and eventually to use a GUI
frontend for the file specification.
Our contribution is based on the third approach. We propose a
new, simple and extensible language, based on the XML technology
aimed at definition of complex implicit models.
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following manner.
Related work is described in Section 1.2. Section 2 gives a overview
of our library of implicit functions and introduce XISL language.
The basic XISL functionality is discussed in Section 3. A brief
description of XISL application to current research is discussed in
Section 4. The availability and basic requirements are described
in Section 5. Finally, conclusion and future work are discussed in
Section 6.

1.2

XISL Library

XISL tools
(rendering,converting)

XISL functions
Implicits library
XISL parser

Executables
C++ API

XML parser

XML file

Related work

A powerful development system BlobTree aimed at implicit surfaces was proposed by Wyvill et al. [Wyvill et al. 1999]. They organized blending, warping and Boolean operations on implicit surfaces into a CSG system. They structured implicit surface models
as a hierarchical combination of primitives organized in a tree. Its
leaves are characterized as skeletal primitives (generated by skeletal
elements) and the nodes stand for Boolean, blending and warping
operators. The evaluation of such a function is achieved by recursive traversal of the tree and evaluation of the field functions at each
node. Specification of complex models is achieved using a scripting language. They use Python for the description and rendering
of models and scenes. Due to the fact that Python is an interpreted
programming language, rendering and processing of such models
is rather slow. Orientation of the BlobTree system only to skeletal based surfaces can be thought as a drawback, however working
only with skeletons has enabled to build an interactive modeler.
Based on the theory of functional representation [Pasko et al.
1995], Adzhiev et al. built a modeling system architecture—
Hyperfun [Adzhiev et al. 1999]. Hyperfun is a modeling language
designed as a high level programming tool that provides for construction of F-rep objects by means of a library, which contains
definitions of primitives, operations and relations. The HyperFun
interpreter parses an input text file, which contains a symbolic function evaluation process, and gives a single function as an output.
Some support of implicits is also available in the vtk toolkit
[Schroeder et al. 1996] including objects of the quadric subclass
and several other primitive classes. Another tool that supports implicit surfaces is The Persistence of Vision Ray-Tracer (POV-Ray)
[Povray 1996]. It reads in a text file containing information describing the scene (objects, lighting and a camera) and generates
an image by ray-tracing. However, it is only suitable for rendering
purposes.
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Second, the API of the supporting library should also be intuitive
and simple. Its functionality must encapsulate both input file parsing and processing of arbitrary input functions (objects). The user
should be able to easily extend the package by custom objects.
The XISL package provides tools to construct various classes
of implicit surfaces and fulfills the aforementioned requirements
(Fig. 1). In XISL, the implicit models are described in declarative

XISL overview

The main contribution of this paper is introduction of the XISL
(XML based scripting of Implicit Surfaces) package assisting developers in construction of arbitrary implicit models using a declarative textual language. The package supports properties, which we
find to be important from the point of view of our experience.
First, the user should clearly and easily understand the given
complex implicit function from its definition (declarative text file).
The format specification thus must be very intuitive and robust.
A possibility should exists to build complex implicit objects using
previously defined ones (eventually in distinct files).

Figure 1: The basic concept of the XISL library.
text files by means of the extensible markup language (XML). The
library is implemented in C++, which is well accepted among computer graphics developers and, moreover, integrates with the XML
technology very well. The basic package include methods for parsing the XML files into a library of implicit functions that represent
the largest part of the XISL package. The tools stand for voxelization and polygonization of implicit objects, which can be used to
convert the implicit representation to volumetric or polygonal one
for rendering and other purposes.

2.1

Library of implicit functions

Each implicit function is represented via an n-ary hierarchical tree,
leafs of which stand for arbitrary implicit primitives and inner nodes
stand for unary, set-theoretic, blending and interpolation operations
(Fig. 2). Each tree node corresponds to a C++ implicit function
IFuncRfIntersection

IFuncNaryRfBlendUnion
IFuncAPlane

IFuncASphere
IFuncRfIntersection IFuncATube

IFuncSuperEllipsoid
IFuncAPlane

Figure 2: The n-ary tree represents the construction of a complex
object by means of the XISL library of implicit functions.
class, which is derived from the base class IFunction:

class IFunction {
public:
virtual float
virtual Vec3f
...
}

We provide two types of kernel functions. The first one, Cauchy
kernel has an infinite domain of the influence, and is defined as
eval(const Vec3f& x) = 0;
grad(const Vec3f& x);

h(r) =

The member eval() is a pure virtual method of the IFunction
class and must be implemented by all subclasses. The eval()
method defines implicit function by the following equation
f (x) ≥ 0,

(2)

where x = (x1 , x2 , x3 ) ∈ E 3 . The grad() member computes gradient of the implicit function by means of central differences.
We organize all implicit functions in a C++ class hierarchy. The
pure abstract classes representing various categories of implicits
(derived directly from IFunction) are demonstrated in Fig. 3.
IFunction
IFuncAnalytic

IFuncConvolution

IFuncGeometric

IFuncOperation

IFuncVarious

Figure 3: Abstract classes, derived directly from the class
IFunction, represent possible XISL categories of implicits.

2.1.1

Analytic implicits

The derivatives of the Analytic class include algebraic and nonalgebraic implicit functions. The algebraic objects are represented
by a list of coefficients required polynomial. The polynomial of
the first order stands for a plane (IFuncAPlane) and the polynomials of the second order represent quadrics (e.g. IFuncACone,
IFuncAEllipsoid). The non-algebraic classes stand for supershapes [Gielis et al. 2003] that are obtained by exponentiation of
quadrics (e.g. IFuncSuperEllispoid, IFuncSuperToroid).
2.1.2

Geometric implicits

Implicits of the Geometric class are defined by functions that return a signed distance to the surface. It provides computation of the
exact Euclidean measure to a surface, which is a useful tool in modeling real world structures. The basic geometric objects comprise
offset surfaces and geometric quadrics.
Given a skeletal primitive P, an offset surface (e.g.
IFuncGSphere, IFuncGTube) is defined as
f (x) = r(x0 ) − d(x, x0 ),

(3)

where x0 is a nearest point to x on P, r defines the width of P in x0 ,
and d returns the Euclidean distance between the point x and the
point x0 .
Representation of quadrics as distance surfaces was proposed by
Hart [Hart 1996] (e.g. IFuncGCone, IFuncGTorus).
2.1.3

The Convolution class includes implicit functions based on convolution of a kernel function and skeleton primitives:
Z

f (p) =

R3

S(p)h(ks − pk)ds,

(4)

where h is a kernel function and S : R3 → R represents the geometry
of a modeling primitive P, S(p) = 1 if p ∈ P and S(p) = 0 otherwise.

(5)

where r is the distance from a given point and s controls the width
of the kernel. McCormack and Sherstyuk enumerated convolution
(4) of this kernel (5) with basic skeletal primitives [McCormack
and Sherstyuk 1998]. We adopt two sets of skeletal primitives—
points and lines (IFuncConvPointCK, IFuncConvLineCK). Jin et
al. [Jin et al. 2001] presented an analytical solution for convolving
line-segment skeletons with a variable Cauchy kernel modulated by
a polynomial function (IFuncConvLineWeightCK).
The second one, quartic kernel, with a finite domain of the influence, is defined as
( ³
´2
2
r≤R ,
1 − Rr 2
(6)
h(r) =
0
r>R
where R is the effective radius of the kernel. Jin and Tai proposed
an analytical solution of convolution (4) for varying quartic kernel and line-segments in [Jin and Tai 2002] (IFuncConvPointQK,
IFuncConvLineQK, IFuncConvLineWeightedQK).
An important property that makes convolution surfaces suitable
for modeling is superposition. Superposition implies that summing
(blend union) of the convolution surfaces generated by two separate
skeletons yields the same surface as that generated by convolution
from the combined skeleton.
2.1.4

Various implicits

The derivatives of Various class stand for non-categorized implicit
primitives that can be used specifically.
Surface approximation from the real world data is one of
the practical employment of implicit surfaces. Savchenko et al.
[Savchenko et al. 1995] proposed a method based on a so-called
carrier solid, which interpolates scattered points in 2D or 3D. The
general idea of their approach is to introduce the carrier solid with
a defining function fc and to construct variational implicit function
fv that interpolates values of the function fc in the given points. Sequentially, the algebraic difference between fv and fc describes a
reconstructed solid.
To avoid the precondition of the carrier solid, we have also implemented the method proposed by Turk and O’Brien [Turk and
O’Brien 1999]. This method uses so-called offset constraints that
represents non-zero weight points.
Another subclass that belongs to the various class consists of
planar implicit shapes. The 2D implicit shapes can be transformed
to 3D implicits by operations of interpolation or extruding. The
useful technique of creating planar implicit shapes is the method
of implicit polygons [Pasko et al. 1996]. This method represents
a non-self intersecting polygon by the implicit function that takes
zero values at polygon edges. Other possibility is to use a method
of scattered points interpolation in 2D.
2.1.5

Convolution implicits

1
,
(1 + s2 r2 )2

Operation classes

The class of operations includes basic CSG operations (union, intersection and subtraction), blending operations, blending as extension
to CSG operations, unary affine transformations, deformations and
interpolations. There are three basic container classes that stand for
unary, binary and n-ary abstract classes.

All the operations derived from the IFunction class are also
subclasses of IFunction class and can be used as an input for other
operations.

class IFuncUnaryOp : public IFuncOperation
{
protected:
IFunction* child;
...
};
class IFuncBinOp : public IFuncOperation
{
protected:
IFunction* child[2];
...
};
class IFuncNaryOp : public IFuncOperation
{
protected:
IFuncVector child;
...
};

2.2

XISL language is based on XML, which is a well defined and
widely used industrial standard. Moreover, XML is a simple way
to delimit text data.
Each implicit function class (a primitive, an operation, etc.) is
defined by its appropriate XISL tag(s). This ensures the requirement of clear notation of complex implicits. With respect to the
fact that XML has its own strict tag rules, the script code is primarily validated by the XML parser itself. The script in Figure
4 demonstrates the XML notation of a compound implicit object
(Fig. 2, Fig. 5).

Each operation has to be derived from one of these classes. We
divide the CSG operations into two categories.
The first category is defined by means of the min and max operators
union( f1 , f2 )
= max( f1 , f2 )
(7)
intersect( f1 , f2 ) = min( f1 , f2 ).
This class is useful to define sharp connections of intersecting geometric objects. The drawback is that the functions (7) have a C1
discontinuity where f1 = f2 . The blending form of equations (7) is
obtained by the addition of the displacement term:
½
n( nx − 14 )2 for x < n4
D(x = | f1 − f2 |, n) =
(8)
0
for x ≥ n4
that is based on [Dekkers et al. 2004]. The positive feature is that
one can determine the size of the blending domain.
The second category of CSG operations is defined as an analytical approximation by means of R-functions. We have implemented
the in practice most useful form of R-functions:
q
union( f1 , f2 )
= f1 + f2 + f12 + f22
(9)
q
intersect( f1 , f2 )

=

f1 + f2 −

The XISL language

f12 + f22 .

The functions (9) have C1 discontinuity only in points where f1 =
f2 = 0. The blending form is defined by the displacement term
[Pasko et al. 1995]:
a0
D( f1 , f2 ) =
(10)
³ ´2 ³ ´2 ,
f1
1 + a1 + af22

<intersectionRf>
<blendedUnionRf a0="0.8" a1="0.3" a2="0.3">
<aSphere>
<vec4 x1="0" x2="0" x3="0" x4="1.3"/>
</aSphere>
<aTube>
<vec4 x1="0" x2="0" x3="0" x4="0.8"/>
<vec4 x1="0" x2="4" x3="0" x4="0.5"/>
</aTube>
<intersectionRf>
<superEllipsoid>
<vec3 x1="0" x2="2" x3="0"/>
<vec3 x1="2.5" x2="2.5" x3="2.5"/>
<vec2 x1="3.3" x2="2.3"/>
</superEllipsoid>
<aPlane>
<vec3 x1="0" x2="2" x3="0"/>
<vec3 x1="1" x2="0" x3="0"/>
</aPlane>
</intersectionRf>
</blendedUnionRf>
<aPlane>
<vec3 x1="0" x2="0" x3="0"/>
<vec3 x1="0.5" x2="0.5" x3="0"/>
</aPlane>
</intersectionRf>

Figure 4: The XML script defines the compound implicit object.

where a0 defines the displacement of the blending surface with respect to both input objects (a0 < 0 for subtraction and a0 > 0 for
addition), and values a1 > 0 and a2 > 0 influence the distance between the blended surface and the original surfaces of objects f1
and f2 respectively.
Further, n-ary operations comprise summation, interpolation and
generalization of the aforementioned CSG operations.
Unary operations include affine transformations (translation, rotation, scaling), deformations (twist, bend, etc.) and operations that
modifies value of the implicit function:
density( f )
complement( f )
o f f set( f )

=
=
=

d ∗ f (p)
− f (p)
f (p) + c,

(11)

where d, c ∈ R (d > 1 stands for a density expansion, d < 1 for a
compression, c > 0 represents a dilatation and c < 0 represents an
erosion).

Figure 5: Image of the implicit object that is defined in the figure 4.

The tag language is kept very simple. It supports common implicit primitives, operations, interpolations and transformations, which gives rise to a high number of possibilities in modeling.
Besides, XISL tag language supports
all implicit functions described in Section 2.1, e.g.
Analytic implicits — <aPlane>, <superEllispoid>,. . . , Geometric implicits — <gTube>, <gTorus>,. . . Convolution implicit
<convLineCK>, <convLineWeightedQK>,. . . Various implicits
— <visCS3D>, <implicitPg>,. . . Operations — <translate>,
<sum>, <blendedUnion>,. . . .
2.2.1

Object reference

Each object in XISL has to get assigned its reference name in
a XML file using the tag <defObject name="some name"/>
The system also enables to use previously defined objects by
calling its reference name <getObject name="some name"/>
(Figure 6).
Furthermore, it is possible to include various
files into a single file project using the tag <includeXMLFile
fileName="test.xml"/>.
<defObject name="A">
<sum T="0.5">
<convLineCK>
<vec4 x1="0" x2="0" x3="0" x4="0.3"/>
<vec4 x1="0" x2="5" x3="0" x4="0.2"/>
</convLineCK>
</sum>
</defObject>
<defObject name="B">
<blendedUnionRf a0="0.45" a1="0.3" a2="0.3">
<getObject name="A"/>
<rotation x="0" y="0" z="40">
<getObject name="A"/>
</rotation>
<rotation x="0" y="0" z="-40">
<getObject name="A"/>
</rotation>
</blendedUnionRf>
</defObject>

Figure 6: Top: the XML Script defines two implicit objects A and
B, where B is defined by means of the object A. Bottom: depicted
implicit object B.
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XISL functionality

The whole XISL package is written in C++. Library itself includes the classes of implicit surfaces, provides high-level C++
API for parsing of XISL tags, voxelization and polygonization of
IFunction class and its derivatives.

3.1

XISL device

The basic C++ code for obtaining implicits from an XML file
is very simple. There is a single pure abstract class called

xislDevice that provides the whole XISL functionality. The following code demonstrates the basic routines that have to be called
for loading and processing (polygonization) a given test.xml file.
#include "xisl.h"
#include <vector>
using namespace xisl;
int main()
{
std::vector<TRIANGLE_VEC> triangles,normals;
xislDevice* xislDev = new createXISLDevice();
if (xislDev->loadXMLFile("test.xml"))
{
xislDev->parseFile();
IFunction* func1 = xislDev->getIFunctionByName("A");
xislDev->polygonize(func1,Vec3i(40,40,40),
triangles,normals);
}
delete xislDev;
}

Each parsed implicit function can be called by its reference name
(xislDevice::getIFunctionByName(.)). The other methods
provide voxelization and polygonization of implicit surfaces. Polygonization currently includes two methods.
The first is the Bloomenthal’s polygonization [Bloomenthal
1988] method that adaptively samples an implicit function by a spatial partitioning. The partitioning is represented by an octree, which
may either converge to the surface or track it. The octree converges
to the surface by subdivision of those cubes that intersect the surface. The surface tracking is established from the seed cell that
intersects the surface. New cells propagate along established cell
edges that intersect the surface. This method may fail in the case
when the implicit surface is divided into several isolated surfaces.
The second is based on the marching cube algorithm [Lorensen
and Cline 1987] that uniformly processes the whole implicit function domain.

3.2

Voxelization

Vozelization is conversion from a geometric representation of a synthetic model into a grid of voxels. There are several ways how
to perform voxelization of an implicit function f . The simplest
method is to write directly the value of f into each voxel. The
drawback of this approach is that the whole volume must be filled
by the function values, and so both the processing and memory requirements are very high.
As we are typically interested just in the surface of the implicit solid, it is reasonable to compute and store values of the
implicit function only in voxels situated in the surface vicinity—
those which are necessary for the surface reconstruction. This idea
was presented in [Sramek and Kaufman 1999; Sramek and Kaufman 2000] where voxelization of implicit solids is based on the
truncated distance fields (TDFs) representation for volume storage.
The distance d(x) of a point x = (x0 , x1 , x2 ) to the surface can be
approximated here using the formula
d(x) =

f (x)
,
k 5 f (x)k

(12)

where k 5 f (x)k is the gradient magnitude. In the TDFs representation, density D(x) stored in the volume depends on the distance
d(x) as follows:

for d(x) < −r

 1
0
D(x) =
³
´ for d(x) > r
,
(13)

 1 1 − d(x)
elsewhere
2
r

where r is radius of the transitional area—a thin layer of voxels located near the object surface. The linear approximation (12) is acceptable provided that f is C1 continuous, which is not the case in
edge areas of many objects. So, this method is suitable for objects
with smooth surfaces, which do not contain any sharp features. If
we try to voxelize solids with sharp details, such as edges and vertices, they result in disturbing artifacts (jaggy edges) clearly visible,
e.g., in rendered images (Figure 7a).
A technique called Sharp Details Correction (SDC) was presented in [Novotny and Sramek 2005] to address the problem of
objects with sharp features. The goal of this method is to voxelize
these solids using TDFs in a way to get correct data, i.e., the reconstruction error should by suitably bounded. It is known from the
sampling theory that in the discrete space it is possible to capture
data details just up to a certain level. In other words, the highest feasible frequency is given by the sampling density. As edges
are details with unbounded frequency, it is not possible to represent them in discrete data. As we have mentioned, if we try to
voxelize the objects with edges anyway, we encounter the problem
of jaggy edges. A more correct approach is to modify data during the voxelization process to make edges suitably rounded—their
curvature should correspond to the maximal permissible frequency,
which is given by a representability criterion stated in [Bærentzen
et al. 2000].
In [Novotny and Sramek 2005] the problem is solved by dividing
the voxelization into two stages. In the first one values of voxels
are computed in the whole volume in a standard way [Sramek and
Kaufman 1999] and critical voxels (those located in the vicinity of
sharp details) are marked. In the second stage the critical voxels
acquire new values according to the representability criterion by
extrapolating voxel values from their non-critical neighbors using a
modified version of the Fast Marching Method (FMM) [Bærentzen
2001] and by applying ideas of the paper [Novotny et al. 2004],
where CSG operations with voxelized solids were discussed. Solids
voxelized using this method do not produce disturbing artifacts in
rendered images, presented in Figure 7b.

3.3

(b)
Figure 7: Voxelization of solids with sharp details. Images of volume data obtained by (a) standard voxelization (b) SDC method.
Object: superellipsoid. Rendering method: raycasting of the
surface reconstructed from the volume data by interpolation and
thresholding.

Tools

The XISL package includes tools for polygonized preview
(xislViewer) of implicits defined in XML files (Figure 8 left).
Along the XISL viewer the package contains the conversion tools to
the POVRay format (xisl2pov — Figure 8 middle) and volumetric representation in f3d format (xisl2f3d, xisl2f3dMulti —
Figure 8 right)[Sramek and Dimitrov 2002]. The POVRay support
is based on the version 3.0 with the Suzuki’s POV-Ray isosurface
patch [Suzuki 1999]. The volumetric model, depicted in Figure 8,
is rendered using f3dvr [Červeňanský 2004].

4

(a)

Application to current research

Nowadays, methods based on implicit surfaces provide a useful
platform for modeling of various biological structures. Up to
present time, we have used the XISL library in two projects from
the area of biological modeling.
First, we have used the XISL library to build a heart surface
model from unparallel sets of slices [Parulek and Zimanyi 2005].
First, the carrier solid (implicit ellipsoid) fc is constructed that
approximates the given set of slices. Second, variational implicit
function fv is created that interpolates values of fc at slices contours. The final heart implicit function (Figure 9) is as follows:
f (x) = fv (x) − fc (x).

(14)

Second, we have developed geometrical modeling tools for creation of arbitrary muscle cell models (Figure 10) [Parulek et al.

Figure 8: Rendering of the implicit surface defined in Figure 4.
Left: The polygonized model preview. Middle: Direct raytracing of
the implicit surface using POVRay. Right: The volumetric model
(f3d format) obtained by direct voxelization. Real time rendering
technique.

2004]. Due to substantially different size, shape and topology of the
modeled organelles, the organelles were classified from the point of
modeling as implicit polygon based and skeleton based organelles.
The first class of organelles was based on the interpolation of planar
implicit polygons. The second class was represented as a distance
based surfaces to a set of skeletal primitives (points, lines).

5

Availability and requirements

The XISL library is provided as a free package currently working under Windows and Linux systems
(http://www.confolab.sav.sk/parulek/xisl/). The TinyXML
(http://tinyxml.sourceforge.net/) library is used as a basic XML parser. This library is already included as a part of
the XISL package, therefore it is not required to be installed
separately. The xislViewer tool requires the GLFW library
(http://glfw.sourceforge.net/) to be installed. This library
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is required to store the voxelized models.
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Conclusions and future work

We have proposed the library for handling of implicit surfaces. We
have illustrated the design of a C++ class of implicit functions. Implicit surfaces were structured to n-ary hierarchical tree, where leafs
stand for primitives and inner nodes correspond to operations. We
have developed an object description language that is capable to
work with our implicit function library. This language is based on
XML that we have found to be very suitable for purposes of storing
and scripting of implicits. The XISL package is provided with the
tools that are capable of converting to the volumetric f3d format,
polygons and to POVRay format.
Because the important application area for the XISL package
should be modeling of biological structures, the next goal will be
development of high-level tag commands for the modeling of biological structures. Such an approach should also involve the multiobject scene support. To provide collision manager for generating
of object-to-object interactions.
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